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BacKground

(
In the r program at Boston College since 1980,'we have' been studying

the relationship between ego development and managerial effectiveness, as

part, of a lOng-term assesament project aimed at discaVe5ng wbether and how

changes in the MBA piogram enhance students' action effectiveneas.in their

later managerial positi.ure. The assessment project as a whole traces

Pt nts' ego development and their'respOnses to the MBA program at entry

ea year, at exit, and two yeirs of completion of the program. In addl.-

tion, thelkumni two year outare also invitedsto participate in five dis-

tinct ways of assessi rtheii manageriaLeffectiveness; (1) a' questionnaire

that establishes Yne 4enge of their managerial responsibilities (e.g., number

(of subordinitei, budgetary discretion,,etc.);*(2) a self-assessment of 25,

managerial shills; (3) an assessment Of the same 25 skills by three or four

colleagues on the job l¢4) an ExecuWe In-Basket test; and (5) two role plays

of simulated managerial dilemmas.

We focus on the mediating variable of egodevelopment because changes

in ego stage represent second -older changes, or changes in the very way one

frames or interprets dilemmas, changes in worldview (Azgyris and'Schon, 1974,

'Watzlawick et al, 1974). First-order change, by contrast, involves learning
A

how to solve a giVen problem without queitioning how the problem isframed.

We belimve that the capacity to encourage and embrace second-order change, as

well as first.order change is 11 key feature of both institutional managerial

effectiveness ip the post - industrial era, as well as the source of excellence

Ain,Peters and Waterman's (1982) descriptions of.excellent companies, r.nd we

Q
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wish to test this view through this research:

a

According to theories of individual and organizational development

(Kegan1982;-Torbert 1976), the capacityto apr4eciate social life as an

interaction among multiple woridl!ews, let alone the capacity to embrace and

encourage second order change intentionally, is restricted to a developmentally
t

late worldview that few individuals or organizations in our society currently

embody. If this is true, and if this capadity As key to. effectiveness, as we

contend, then to edt!ca'e effective managers for the, twenty -first Century'

requires an uncharted kind of management education that fosters ego develop-

s -.sent toward this particular and empirically rare worldvie'w.. We are actively

experimenting in the BOat.on'College MBA program^(Torbert 1981, 1981) todis-

cover what kind of educational organizing appropriately fosters second-order

change in students, even as we are testing the validity of the underlying

theory, thus inviting continuing\second-order change
f
in the school itself.

111
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Purpose and Format ,

paper explores whether de measdre

s Sentence Completion Test (Loevinger

plausibly and systethatically correlated 7erences in student-
.

This

Loevingex'

1974;,,is-

-37

4 If

ng for ege development,.

winger and Wessler

managers' descriptions

they act.

or their -own experiencing andrto differences in the flays
'

We bej. by describing, first, the theory f.udiffering.managerial,

worl4views" on which our research is based,* and b and; the previous litera- .

iure that Bugg sts"'da relationship between one's worldview and one's managerial

effectiveness. The body of the paper then conveys the data we have gained as

v e have experimented over the past two' ears wiT feeding back the Sentence
7f.

Completion Test (SCT) scores to student/managers requesting such feedback.

-..We offer feedback to our respondents both.in the hope that it. can contrib

to their learning and-in order to test whether the theme::: and.the of
_..,- ----

_ . - . _...--- .- .,
these individual and groUpfedback sessions support or do not support the

,

..., .

c
1-.., ...". .

.

/-..- ,

validity of the SCT scores. Striking patterns emergd and ift conclusion,we
.., -

1, . ,.
. . . , _.)

discuss the like.1Y 1:Mplications of these patterns or managerial ,effectiveness.

Thetrldviews and tansitiodo,ns'

0

The analysisof the 36 sentence,seems that.make.up

in n-identifying a person-as' inhabitineone Of several, suite distinct, world-'

views.' Each of-,:theae worlavi(ws represents a:qualitatively.different way of

.

.14

LoeVinger's CT results

1 4 . 4''s
*This theory is a mild Adaptation of Jane LoaVinger's theory of ego development.
We chose to use the concept "differing managerial worldviews"lis opposed to
differing stages of ego development. to imphas : 1) the .,importance of under-
standing he faEt.t

l
,,that make m ings out of the world, 2) the

implications-of those differences for managing t e workplace, and 3) the possi-
bility of moving toward describing each stage or worldvitw as an "inhabitant"
of that worldview might experience it, rather than evaluating each stage as an c
ex ernal social scientist analyzes it.
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imp

orgdnizing:One's actions and-b4ing meaning out.of one's experience'. Put

.

differently, ekh of,these worldviews deeply Influences what a peson'choosei

to See, how he or she interprets what'is seen;-and how he or she reacts to-what

is
i

seen. Eachvorldview is valid in its own right in'that it focuses on real.
%

phenomena, but frequently a person' holdins'a given worla4iew is "blind'- to

(1) what his or her,own worldview is, (2)-the realities visible tol persons.

'holding other worldviews, and .(3).the very possibility that people can hold

fundamentally:drfferent worldviews.

According..,to-thetheory and iftsearch of Loevinger'and others "(k
y.

g 1982,

Kohlberg 1969, Lasker 1978), most adults inhabit one of four distinct wOrld-y.

views, or are in transition from one worldview Sanother (see Table In

briefest summary, these four worldviews, can be name "Opportunistic," "Social,"

"Goal-oriented," and "Integrative." In the "O tuniatics werldview,'the

primary phenomenon determining outcomes is adept use of unilateral power. if

one ins to get one's way, one mist "play one's cards close to one's vest" since =

others are doing the same. In the "Social" worldview, the primary phedomenon
le

determining outcomes is the sentiment of the group(s) one belongs to, as

crystallizedln grodp norms about appropriate and inappropriate bAhavior.

Adherence to-group norms and leadership in exemplifying or enforcing Jihese

norms is'seen as the road to approval and happiness. In the "Goal-oriented"V

worldview, the primary phenomenon determining outcomes is competentlexecution
ryN

of "a series of rationally interreltted steps leading from the resenting

problem to a solution. Conscientious planning and hard work are seen as the

necessary elements of-accomplishment and success, which are-viewed as valuable

for their own sake. In the "Integrative" worldview, the primary phenomenon

determining outcomes is the ability to resolve intrapersonal, interpersonal,

e-
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Worldview

;

's

/tille 1

SOME MI LESTCNES OF EGO fiEVELOPMENT

(adapfted fTdln ,Loevinger and kestler..p. 10)

. 6r

a

Impulse Control, Intirpexsonal f\,
Character Develop-- Style
sent ,

Conscious Cogn itive.
Preoccupations Style

Presocial

/Symbiotic

Impulsiv

Opportunistic.

Social*

Goal- oriented''

Integrative

.

Impulsive, feaI of
, retaliation

'Fear of being caught,

externalizing blame

Conformity,to exter-
nal rules, shame &
guilt for breaking

Self-evaluated stand-
ards,

guilt for consequen-
ces, long-term goals
and ideals

Add: Coping with

conflicting Inner
needs, toleration

Autistic

Symbiotic "

Recefling;.clepend-
Mni, exploitive

i,dry, manipula-

tive, exploitive

Belonging, help-
ing, superficial

401cebess

Intensive, respon-
sible, mutual, con-
cern for communica-
tion

Add: Respect,for
autonomy

Self' s.
non-self

Bodily feelings,
especially sexual
and aggressive

Self-protection,
wishes, things,
adyantage, control

Appearance, social
acceptability,
banal feelings,
behavior

Differentiated
feelings, motives
for behavior,
self-respect,
achievements,
trait's, expression

0

Stereotypy,
conceptual
coifusion

Conceptual
simplicity,
stereotypes,
cliche;

Conceptual com-
plexitY,idea
ofPatterning`

Vividly conveyed Increased concep-
feelings, integra- ival complex/Ay,
tion of physio- couples patterns;
,logical and psy- toleration for
chological,'prycho- amdguity, broad
logical causation scope, objectivity -
of behavior, Amvel-
opment, role concep-
tion, self-fulfill-
ment, self in
social context

NOTE: "Add" means in addition to the description applying to the previous level.

For starred labels, names have been changed by us.

3
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and political conflicts in defining both endi and means. Tolerance for
4

O .

ambiguity, delight in paraddk, and open resolution of differences are piized

as essential in creating new shared meanings and norms which moti vate work

and redefine pleasure., In theory, it is from the persp ectivs of this world-
,

view that an individual becomes cognitively Capable of, and emotionally-com-

mitted to, recognizing and working with people holding different worldviews,
(

as well as willing to embrace and encourage second -order change when circup--

stances setn to warrant such change.4
c

At its most mature, the "Integrative" worldview reFognizes that the other

'i. three worldviews tend not to recongize that. there can be fundamental dif-

ference's among worldviews. Consequently, to petsohs inhabiting these other
.

thr worldviews, ambleuity, paradox, and exploration of differences may seem

like irritating'vaguenes, empty, idealibeic chatter, and an unproductive

waste of time:r. Indeedt%persOs inhabiting-each worldviewwill tend to regard

persons irhabiting the otheti-wqrrdviews as,felatively'unrealistic and "uncouth"
.

because they do not suf ?iciently observe the potenc§ and firoprieties of.what

the given worldview defines as the primary - determinant of social outcomes.

In addition to '4nhabiting ".one of these four'worldviews, persons may, at

a given time, Ife'' in the midst -M a transition between rwo worldviews, and
4

such

a-transitlon'peribd May persist for quite a long time. The two transitions
4

that research has documented as occurring most frequently a mong adults occur

betwethSpcia4 and "Goal-oriented" worldviews and between the "Goal-
., . /

-oriented".end " Integrative" worldviews. The first of these we call the

"Analytic"'eransitioni Here the person becomes emphatically interested in
t

the inner workings of tasks, persons, and oneself, in "why" things and per-
ti

sons,work as they do. The second Of these transitions we call the "Relativistic"

transition. Here the persoh becomes keenly.aware that there are multiple ways

1.0
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of valuing, perceiving, and acting, -each of which deserves to be cherished,

and.no one of which is in any obvious or objective sense "right."

The developmental feature of this theory--that there is a natural

ordering or progression of these worldvIews--has been consistently sub-
.

stantiated, As'people grow older,,theiT worldview changes, if at all, in

specific and highly determinable order (the order in which they have been

introduced above). In addition, each succeeding worldview represents a

logically more adequate (Kohlberg'1969) and more complex (Harvey,.Hunt'and

Schroeder 1961) understamding of the world than prior worldvUws. As one

matures developMer4elly, one becomes increasingly able to (a) accei{ responsi-
!

-bility for the consequences of one's actions, (b)-empathig.e with others

who hold conflicting or dissimilar_ worldviews, and (c) tolerate higher

levels of stress and ambiguity (Bartunek, Gordon, and Weathersby 1983).
I

Moreover, the person holding a later worldview tends to be more attuned to

His own inner'feelings and the environment than the person holding an

earlier worldview -(Loevingen 1976).

Managerial Implications Of the'Worldview Theory

The foregoing very briefworldview descriptionS suggest that managers'

worldviews may influence their conceptions of what power is, what tn.:es of

behavior are appropriate in meetings, bow tasks are defined and done, and

how conflicts can be resolved.

-Eailyempit..1 research suggests that persons holding developmentally

later worldviews are likely to be more effectiVe as ltulers in a wider variety

of managerial. 0.tuations than persons holding developmentally earlier world-

A. views. The fol}owing independent and mutually reinforcing research findings
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are the basis for our interest in further' testing this proposition and in
s.

exploring whether and how management education can encourage the development

of later worldviews.

1. According to recent research findings, a manager's orientation t

issues of paver and conflict in an organization dan be differentiated according

to different worldviews (Smith 1978).' For example, a person holding the "Goal-
,

oriented" worldview tends to be more able power relationships

based on collaboration than the manager with?an "Opportunistic"-eiL"Soeiall"

worldview, who is more likely to try to coerce others to behave in the ways

he wants them to. Smith found that managers at the "Analytic" transition

tended to be so ambivalent about how to use power than they were frequently

indecisive.

2. Another set research findings has shown.. that people with high

needs* foraahievement tend to be measured at later worldviews than people

with eitier high needs for control over others or with high needs.for

generating close relationships (Lasker 1978). Much previous
,P

research has

shown a strong correlation between high achievement needs and leadership

effectiveness (Birney 1968). Hence, again, leaders holding developmentally
,.

later worldviews will be more likely to be ve than leaders at de,7elop-
N

mentally earlier,worldviews. The Lasker research also shows a strong correla-.

tion.between worldview and organizational position in one large enterprise.

The greater one's executive authority, the more likely one holds a later

worldview. I

3. Recent research findings have shown'that:different leadership be-

haviors can be ordered along a continuum of less effectiv to more effective
7

leadership styles (Hall and Thompson 1980). These styles ran from highly

10
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autocratic gat lower end of the continuum) to a leadership style able to tap
.. ..

. .
, .

othersthe,strengths of thers (atthe higher end, of the continuum). Their. research ,

.4- ,

has shown that leaders who have. an "Integrative worldview are more likely -to

A
create conditions which support the' development ,of others, tha* managers with

,
. .

an "Opportunistic" or "Social" worldview.

4. The research of Argyris and Schon (1974; 1978, ArgyrL.1982,Schon

1982) argues that,especially at higher levels. of management, the ability to

create and enact strategies to achieve one's purposes (through-"single-loop"

or first-order learning) it ,a necessary but not sufficient ingredient of
.

effective leadership.. A complementary ability to create and redefine pur-

poses and task ttructUTet (through "double-loop" or econd-order learning)

is also essential to effective management. Given that managers holing the

"Integrative" worldview are more likely to have the capacity to question and
4
-

restructure their own strategies and operations intentionally,rthehwthey are

more likely to be effective under highly changing, highly ambiguous situation

than managers holding more conventional worldviews.

5. Early 'findings of our current research show that persons scored at

the "Relativistic" and "Integrative" worldyiews are significantly more likely

to act on Executive In-Basket test items with "refraining" or "second-order"

responses than are persons scored at the "Analytic" or "Goal-Oriented" world-

views (Fisher,and Herron 1983).

If further research such as our continuing project supports the hypothesis

that the later worldviews are increasingly conducive to effective management,

the task of management education will gain significant new definition. For

at present very few indivIduals' inhabit eil'e "Integrative" worldview, as
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. measured by the SCT. For example, in -our baseline research of the initial

237.MBA students who completed the SCT only six score as "Integrative" and

only sixteen more score as "Relativistic." The, sheer workload and performance

.Pressure in current MBA"Programs may well make them potent incubators for

delieloptent from the "Analytic'.''- transition (where S5 oour initial 237

students scored) to the Goal-oriented" worldview. But it is much less

clear whether current management education generally encourages development

to the "Integrative" ...orldview.

Trustworthiness and.Relevance.of the Loevinger Measure
4 .

If the concept of differing managerial Worldviews seems likely.to Shed

lightomelative managerial effectiveness* then a natural question is: how

trustworthy is the Loevinger SCT in diagnosing a person's worldview?
) %.4%.

.

From the point of view of "internal validity," this form of measurement
. .

is very trustworthy. That Is, two"different.twanod scorers are very likely

reachreach the same conclusion about the worldview represented by a given set-

of sentence completions ,(Loevinger and Wessler 1970). Also; if a given)

person.fills out this form at two different times, both sets of sentence

/
Completiong are very likely to,be scored es representing the same 'worldView

(Redmore, 1976). Even more Impressive, experiments have shown that people

can almost never succeed in "fiking" a different worldview even after the

scoring procedure.hasbeefi explained to them (gedmore 1976).. At base, they

are still working from their own worldview, and the scoring procedure seems

to be well adapted to "picking up" this underlying worldview beneath super-

ficial changes"in responses: So, the form seems to be very trustworthy in

this respect.

However, there is much less evidence about whether this measurement

explains Or predicts how a perdon of a given worldview will behave on a

particular Occasion in his or her worklife. ,Indeed, this question is one

12
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that we are asking in the p=esentxesearch. One setting of which W.have

asked this question is the session 44.wh4ch we offer feedback of.th.SCT

results to those student/managers who requesuch feedb44. We describe our

findings below.

.

Te'IT Relation of Worldview tO'Behavior in Individual and Group Feedback Sessions.

To anyone in the BC MBA program taking the SCT, we havegiVen the oppor-.2.

.tunity of receiving feedback on the results. We offer this feedback with the

hope-that it might'give them insight into their patterns -'of thinking which

we call worldviews. When requested in the feedback session, we also explore

the possible implications of holding such a worldview on the subjects' ef-

fectiveness as managers.

Since"the prithary ISurpose offeedback is to attempt to provide a persOn

with information about him elf that he Otherwite(might not be aware of, the

.feedback sessions have been both highly. .exploratory nd often revealing.' Of

the twenty -fiVe individual feedback sessions ale three group feedback sessions

(foe seventeen_persons) we have done to date,* the general responses to the

/-
feedback (as determined by our observations during the beedback session

itself and at follow-up meetings two weeks after the initial feedback session)

have been overwhelmingly positive in that the participants have: (1) found

some aspects of their "self" illuminated that heretofore had-been unknown or

.unexplored by them; (2) confirmed. their present view of themselves; and (3)

begun to-explain some of the interactional dynamics they have been. involved

*Since the original version of this paper,we have offered feedback to an addi-
tional 20 persons. The result's generally Support the data to be offered below,
although. they have yet to be analyzed in detail.

13



in It-theirplace of work. Twenty-three of the twenty-five persons receiving

individual feeaback-correctly predicted their SCT score after readir,--; page-
(

long descriptions of each worldview. During or after the feedback session,

two of the twenty-five persons receiving feedback individually reported signifi-

cant negative, as well as positive, reactions to the feedback. The two

stances'are described in'the following pages),Ast n the global assessments

of all the feedback sessions immediately below and second in the more detailed

analysis of individual sessions.

Several global facts about the feedbackessions see to validate the

SCT scores of respondents'worldviews, as well-as to substantiate a relation-

ship between worl"w and 'behavior. First, developmental theory suggests that

persons holding more evolved worldviews ("Goal-oriented" and beyond) are more

likely to seek out potentially discOnfirming.information in order ultimiately

to achieve some goal or to grow; whereas persons holding earlier worldviews

are less likely torek out potentially disconfirming data and more likely

to have difficulty "digesting" such data if they do receive it.' Although more

than one-half of all our. respon ents to date have scored as holding the

"Analytic" worldview or prior worldviews, and although only 10 percent have

scored as holding the "Relativistic" worldview or the "Integrative" world-

view, of the twenty -five respondents who have individual) souglit feedback

/only five were measured at the "Analytic" worldview while hirteen measured

as holding "Relativistic" or "Integrative" worldviews. 'The number of cases

is far too small to permit any confident conlusion, but the fi5lings are

certainly consistent with theoretical expectation.

4

In the second place, four of the five respondents who scored as holding

the '!Analytic" worldview and who sought feedback are the only people who have
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ow.

had significant difficulties understanding the theory anddigesting the impZi--

cations. Moreover, two ofthese four are the only two tg, show significant

negative reactions to the feedback.

A third pattern tha supports the'yalidity of the SCT scores of worldview

is that, of .the 25 re ondentS";receiving.indiVidual eredback, almost all
s. ri

scored at a stable woldview (e.g., "Goal-oriented" 'or 1Slf-defining") '

--"<"-, tended to be relaxed in the feedback session, moderately interested, and7-

rtended to lead the conversation eithe 7

toward confirming the w sdom of their'

Jworldview or tcATard discussing a partic lar, well-defined prob ;.by contrast,

1

most respondents scored at the "Analytic" or "Relativis i " tansitiori between

,

woridviews were m e anxious and excited during, th edback.session, intensely

dii ..,

concerned, an wantea'to use th;').anpage of the wtildview theory to help them
t

define and perhaps resolve a global sense of painful confusion they were ex-

periencing. This pattern invites the interpretation that respondents scored

by the SCT as at)transitions between stages did in fac. experience themselves

as without a Coherent worldview.

These data are obviously qualitative in nature and based on a very small

number, and it is conceivable that the researchers somehow systematically

influenced the quality of the sessions, since we knew the scores beforehand

and what they were "supposed to mean." On the other hand, we ourselves were

astonished by the finding, and we did study tapes of each session without'

being able to identify any ways in which our beh vior seemed to be creating

the differences in atmosphere. (The senior author has developed reliability .

levels of above .8 in the use of two different, complex behavior scoring

systems in the past.,(Argyris 1965, Torbert 1973), each of which identifies

whether a person is unilaterally manipulating an environment). So the finding

15
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is qualitative in a disciplined sense, and we do not find any evidence of

systematic influence on our parts.

A fourth and final global finding which pqints toward a relationship

between SCT score of worldview -and managerial behavior emerges from the day-

long group feedback sessions we offer alumni. These workshops include feed-

... N
back on peer assessments of effectiveness, On Executive In-Basket performance,

and on role plays of managerial meetings, as well as the SCT feedback. By

chance, the "ego graphics" of two of the workshops.differed greatly:graphics"

of the six participants in one workshop, four scored-4 the "Analytic" transi-,

tic, and two at the "Goal-oriented" worldview; of the five participants in the

other workshop, two scored at the "Goal-oriented," two scoredot the "Relati-

vistic" transition and.one scored at the "Integrative" worldview. Both

workshops received strongly positive evaluations from participants at their

conclusion, but the workshop leaders bbserved major differences between them.

In the workshop with a majority of "Relativistic" and "Self-defining"

participants, members began to explore the underlying logic of the measures

by mid - morning and to ask how one can act in business settings to diagnose

and resolve "meta-problems"--the underlying 'causes Of a series of problems;

not just the surface symptoms of any one problem. This conversation'built

throughout the day, continuing through breaks and over lunch, even though

the workshop leaders made no efforts to "stay on task" during the informal

periods.

By contrast, in the workshop with four "Analytic" :Participants'and no-
4'

participants beyond the "Goal-oriented" worldview, members were more prone to

dismiss the measures on the basis of surface differentes between the measurement

situation and their on-the-job setting. For example, they focused on the fact,.

le
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that the "in-basket" test is based on not-for-profit community fund'management
b,.

rather t an on a for-profit business. Rather than exploring the meaning. of
1 \

the measures, the "Analytic".participants in particular tended simply to

state that hey saw little.meaping,, without questioning further. Thus, for

example, in response to whether his SCT portrait seemed appropriate to him,"

one "Analytic" member said:

"It's close but...."

Reseaiahlr: ,"Yeah, you might have gotten another two pages

;A saying someth lie "

C:' "No, I just don't knos what diffe ence it makes."

In this workshop (which was the second of the two), the issues of underlying
o

causes and meta-problems never took hold, even though the workshop leaders

raised thei several times. Nor did the conversation as a whole build

thematftally throughout the day. At breaks and at lunch, participants

chose non-workshop topics to discuss in small sub-groups,' even though the

'workshop leaders made several mild efforts to relate the conversations to work-

shop issues.

Although the leaders' efforts in these particular instances had no

influence, they did serve to support our belief that we were not causing the

differences between the two workshops which have just reported. Instead,

it seems plausible to hypothesize that the difference in eLo demographics is

responsible, since the interest in exploring behind surface patterns for

4

underlying principles is theoretically supposed to characterize persons in-
14

creasingly in the "Relativistic" transitLon and at the "Integrative" worldview,

but not at the earlier'"Analytic" trans tion.

z
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Closer Analysis,of Individual Sessions

Having examined some of theslobal differences in behavior during both

individual and group feedback sessions of people scored at different worldviews

by loevinger's1SCT, we can now look more microscopically At behavioral dif-

ferences among the f1oIxelevels for which we have data--the "Analytic," the

"Goal- oriented;" the and the "Integrative."

Before presenting these cases, a brief ethical-methodoloiical point is

relevant. 'We would not have been willing or e to diicuss the variety of

topics touched on in these cases if we did not know the respondents well from

frequent contact in our daily roles in the Boston College MBA program. The

fact tharwe formally set up a follow-up conversation two weeks after each

feedback session, along with'the fact, that wef:had continuing informal con-'

tact with each respondent, gave us 'confidence that we could reach closure on

any iss% opened) with al respondent. We would regArd it att unethical for re-
r A

e,
searchers to raise significant issues with respondents unless they are prepared

ir
to take the responsibility of maintaining contact through closure.

The first detailed we offer is one, of the twoqiifficult individual

feedback sessions mentioned earlier with a respondent scored at the transi-
7e

tional
).
AnarYtic" worldview, whom we shall here name "Gene." At the outset

of` his session, Gene quickly verified that from his own point of view he was

in the midst of a major transition, precipitated, as 'he saw it, by the MBA

r.

1
program as a whole. He said that he had entered the MBA program with a strong

orientation to working in teams and helping otherti, but that he was increasingly

realizing that the people who /the best grades were basically out for them-

selves.. He interpreted the,difference between the "Social" worldview and the

"Goal-oriented" worldview as the difference between concern for others and

18
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selfish goal-maximization. The researchers twice suggested that persons have

different conceptions of both self and othelat the two' worldviews and that

persons 'holding each worldview might well be "concerned for'others" but mean

different things Sy that phrase. But although the idea was discussed it didn't

"catch," for two weeks later the respondent again characterized the differences

between the "Social" worldview and the "Goal-oriented" worldview as the dif-

ference between altruism-and selfishness.

In a further effort' to clarify the distinction between task or goal-
\

orientedness, on the one hand, and selfishness, on the other hand, one re-

searcher used the example of a project he andthe respondent were working on

in the MBA program. The respondent had not produced a certain product by an

agreed-upon date, aspart of the larger project, and had not spoken about

the matter, though the researcher knew through a third party that the respondent

felt incapable of doingsthe task but did not want to "disappoint" the researcher.

The researcher'reviewed these points and suggested that the respondent's

"paralysis" might be symponatic and symbolie of a transition between value

systems, with a typical "Goal-oriented" task-orientation in conflict with a

4
"Social" person's desire to be nice, to "look good" in public, and riot to

disappoint others. Moreover, insofar as the researcher was concerned to

complete the task, the respondent's decision (go date dot to discuss this

problem could be interpreted as more selfish (to avoid possible negative
\

. \. -

feelings directed toward him) than concerned with the other's need (to solve'

\ .
tthe problem and complete the task)`.

The respondent seemed to understand the sense of these interpretations

and to see the way in which a person holding a-"Social" worldview and a per-

son holding a "q2z1,-oriented" worldview differently define "self," "other,"



and "obligation." The respondent was embarrassed by the "revelation" of this

example, but the two together redesigned the project, and the respondent left

the initial feedback session apparently relived to have gotten by the dif-
,

ficulty and apparently reassured that the researcher did not regard this

one "failure" as characteristic.

At the follow%-up conversation two weeks later, however, the respondent

was clearly hurt, angry, and resentful. In his reconstruction of the feedback
'

session, the researchers had attacked him 'and his value-system throughout the

session, advocating selfishness rather than concern for others, and blowing
\,.

up a very minor issue of timing into an attack on his very being: He further

said that he had decided to approach the MBA program more cynically hereafter

and just treat it "as a job to be done" rather than caring for the other'

people. Each of his reconstructions seemed to come from his own point of

vi, indicating an inability to see how the "Goal7oriented" stance may not

be "selfish" and purely "task-oriented." These comments prompted the re-

si rcher who had opened the project-issue to respond with hurt and'anger that

his efforts.to extend himself toward the respondent should be so mistaken and

devalued. This cathartic opening led into a long conversation reviewing

numerous recent incid is in which the respondent's wish to please others and

wish to perform well h generated painknota for him. After this session,

the respondent showed nofurther evidence of ambivalence toward the-researcher

or other aspects of the MBA program for the remainder of the academic year.

As a whole, then, this double conversation illustrates the confusions and

ambivalence of transition betyeen stages. It also illustrates confusions about

selfishness and altruism apposite to the particular transition between the

"Social" worldview and the "Goal-oriented" worldview. Moreover, the difficulty

L
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that this and other respondents holding the "Analytic" worldview experienced

in digesting feedback appears consistent with SCT scores. We interpreted

°this experience as a strong warning about the difficulty of offering feed-
.

,back to respondents measured at the wo rl dviews and transitions prior to the
P

"Goai-oriented" worldview.

Since then, when asked to provide feedback for such respondents, we are

increasingly adopting the practice of not Offering4ltaildd analysis, illustra-

tion, or comparisons among worldview unless the respondent directly asks for

such. In othr words, we are becoming increasingly sensitive to the possi-

bility that a general request for feedback means different things to.the

different persons making the request. Now, rather than plunging into the'

work-related incident with "Gene" because it seemed such as apt illustration,

we might simply identify our difficulty understanding one another, leaving

the choice to the respondent whether to struggle further with the issue

together. As we have already_illustrated in the workshop discussion wigathe

"Analytic" sub-group, "Analytic" respondents tend to choose not to inquire

further.

In a feedback session with a student 6Barbara) whose SCT was scored as

reflecting ,the "Goal-oriented" worldview, we fit together some sentence

fragments with soft information we knew about the student to infer'some in-

formation regarding an'issue that had been a recurring one, but one that she

had not been able to resolve. Thisissue was a fear of speaking in front of

large groups and iherisk associated with just trying. She was afraid, that

her ideas would come put so garbled, and incoherent that she would not express

herself clearly. "But, we might ask, why doesn't she just try and take the

chance? What's to lose? If she doesn't try and practice speaking in front

21
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ofie,,largegroup, how will she ever develop the skill and thus the confidence

that is required of a competent public speaker? Unfortunately, like any risk

that is threatening, it 93 not that easy, especially for someone who wants

tq do one's best (typical for person holding the "Goal-oriented" worldview).

Risk means possible failure and failure is just the thing that the conscientious

person finds abhorrent. The "Goal-oriented: perspn may dig her own develop-

mental grave,:for the fear of failure associated with speaking before large

grdUrks rendered the student incapable of acquiring the skills. needed to become

a competent speaker and resolve her dilemma.
ti

%.
Thro hour the feedback session, Barbara seemed very calm, somewhat

.":.

introspect and found the opportunity for discussing herself a welcome
.-:;, .

diversion frog typical school activities. She seemed to exude the sense

ofksaattledness typical 6f-a person well-embedded in her stage of development.

For example, when the possibility of taking behavioral risks was discussed,

. .

Barbara seemed both conceptually interested in the possibility and yet not

drawn toward action. She seemed fairly content with the feedback to her,

pen to hearing more, yet never challenged by it. Any suggestion of ways of

.

transcending her public speaking problem seed to be parried with a response

such as "that's an interesting idea," or "1 would fiver do anything like

that, it's not me." This was in marked contrast to Gene and to Sarah (whom

'we will mtbt,next) both of whom were rated at a transition between worldviews.

AnOther expression of the "Goal- oriented" worldview comes from a sub-

group meeting with alumni measured as holding this worldview at one of the

day-long feedback workshops. This group focused on how they were particularly

conscientious as managers and often felt frustrated that others did not act in

responsible ways--did not take initiative, did not do the work assigned, were

22
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not sensitive to problems in communicating with ()tillers. These "Goal-oriew:ed"

managers' appreciation for the difficult human relations aspects of the work-
.

place and their frustration with those not responding to these challenges had

the flavor of "I understand where others are at, but why can't they be more

effectiye and efficient like me." Thus, Ng see a partial ability to step into

the shoes of another, but not yet7the abilitt-to recognize u:-.311y differing

worldviews, nor the ability to rasolve tensions among worldviews,

Aside from information regarding one's worlaview, the SCT gives other.

impressions about the student/manager. It reveals some of the issues that

,..the person is dealing with, what situations cause anxiety, and how the person
4

relates to others. By fozu-sing on certain of the sentence Stems such as "when

thEy avoided me," "I am embarrassed when," "when I am nervous I," or "when I

am criticized," we can get an impression of how the student deals with pres-

sure of discomforting experiences. On the other hand, by focusing on

sentence stems "I am," "the thing I like about myself is," we get a sense of
l

a person's self-concept. We also get impressions of the student by connecting

certain pieces of, information together. For example,when looking at all the

feeling states expressed by one student (Sarah, measured at the "Relativistic"

transition), we found the following words: enjoyable, rejected, invigorating,

boring, joy, worry, scared, happier, confident, at ease, caring,struggle,

frustrated. Notice the contrast between the positive and negative: joy,

happy, at ease invigorating versus worry, scared, struggle, frustrated.

n1
Having been closely associated with Sarah for a couple of years an

knowing her personally, we were able to relate these responses to o rmpres-

sions of her and discuss them.. We found that the strong feelings resulted

from the pressures of schoolwork compounded by troubles with her boyfriend,

both of which left her in a depressive state. Doing one's best is typically
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still an issue for a.petson at the "Relativistic" transition, so it is under-

standable how schoolwolk (especially a heavy load) could become pressure-
.

indUcing. Furthermore, consistent with her conscientiousness, Sarah took on

a'great deal of work.outside of her schoolworkshe worked 20 hours per week

in a part-time reseal-81 position. This pressure she felt was somewhat self-

induce4, a.bind that the conscientious person creates, and a bind.. that the

person in a transition between the "Goal-oriented" worldview and t 'Integrative"

worldview wants out of. To Sarah, perhaps,,the consciousness is no longer an

11,
adequate way of being. Could the depression be, in part, compounded by a desire

for a more adequate, more integrated way of being in the world? Put differently,

is the depression a reflection of the possibility that being in a transition

beren two stages of development she does not have one firm and clear meaning

making system such that dhe has difficulty making sense of the world?*

( These are not just theoretical questions, however, but questions to be dis-

cussed with Sarah herself.

In contrast to Barbara's response to the feedback, in her session Sarah

continuously probed and questioned her own behavior. She very quickly cone

firmed our impressions of her depression, stating she had just recently

sought therapy and wanted .to move on to the question:. "What do I do to get

out of it?" The strength of such a question combined with'thd realization

that having overly high expectations os herself was not the answer, but per-

taps a major cause of the problem indicated that she was searching for a dif-

ferent way of dealing With her work than she had in the past. This search

for a different way (perhaps adilerent meaning makfnesyitem) was consistent

O

*Robert Kegan in his book, The Evolving Self (1982), has related de4:ssion to
transiSpins,;between stages. Hence, this seems to be a plausible'hyp thesis.
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with bur rating of her protocol at a transitional between the "Goal-

oriented" and-"Sclf-defining" worldviews.

In summary, in the feedback sessions with l ,ene and Sarah who were

scored at transitional phases, their response , our feedback indicated that

each was searching for different ways of handling 'the issues they were facing.

Each, however, handled the feedback differently. Gene, whose response to the

researchers' suggestions represented a fundamental gap between the way the

researchers understood the situation and the way Gene reconstructed their

feedback session,illustrated his fundamental difficulty in seeing the problem

from another's point of view. This was consistent with our pre-"Goal-oriented" .

rating of his SCT responses. Sarah, on the other hand, had a sensitive appre-
C

ciation for her own dilemma, the inadequacy of her existential ance to her

work, and,,an expressed desire to search alternate conceptions of the situa ion,

all of this consistent with the post-"Goal-oriented" rating of her SCT responses.

Another view of issues felCat the "Relativistic" trahsition'comes from a

subgroup meeting at one of the day-long feedback workshops with two alumni

scored at this worldview. In this session both persons responded to a one-

page written "worldview portrait" before the leader said anything. One

quoted the sentence in the portrait, "The person is reflective and often

puzzled due to the simultaneous prevalence of many point's of view," and ex-

\\claimed: "I can see all sides to the point where it drives me up a wall!"

The second person reached the phrases in the4ortrait, "Principles rather

-
than rules are guides to choice...respect for the impo tance of due process

'is an example of such a principle,' and commented that he had, ust been dis-

cussing the lack of due process in his company the previous week He also

said that recently he had found himself more and more concerned with questions

I
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t 7

-of .ptinciple; not just with'regard to, justice and morality, but with regard

to the possibility of a science of human nature. He toad been reading in the

new discipline of sociobiology and said th4t,in his opinion, understanding

these principles of human nature would be more important than conventional

forms of power in transforming the United Nat*ons.into a constructive force

f -

in worldaffairs. Over and above the content of these variouS-comments, we IQ

'
.

16

---: ,see small ways in which the SCT score relatps to behavior: (1) in the initia-

tive'ed these two pers-ms to start the conversation;'(2) in the'humorous tone

and emotional expre ssiveness of the first comment; and (3) in the global

espousals of idealism conveyed by the second person:.

The final discussion to be reviewed involved one* workshop leaderlind the,

person assessed as holding the "Self-defining" worldview in the worksh op

,mentioned earlier that developed the continuing conversation throughoe thz

day. In this discussion, the alumnus responded to the suggestion made earlier

imthe introduction to the worldviews portion of the workshop that peqple who

w
,hold the "Integrative" worldview tend not to be fully appreciated or understood

0

by others and may feel out of place at work.. This person seized upon this idea

and said that he felt particularly alOne'in his work. When asked, "To what do

yotpttribute this?" he indicated that he made a lot of ,suggevaeions about how

to help his department run more effectively, but that these were rarely con-

sidered fully. He also said that he found himself frustrated at times because

he is a erectile person stuck in a financial analyst's job. He felt that

others rarely understood his position or viewpoint in-meetings. At the same

qn , he felt that he often undo stood the viewpoint of others.

The. discussion with this-'participant slowly transformed from an emphasis

on the difficulties of holding the "Integrative" worldview to the unique
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bpportunities Iamb a person has to transform the workplace and help it run

more effectively. The workshop leader pointed out that the worldview theory

explains how people holding later Itrldviews tend to be able to understand and

appreciate earlier worldviews, yl not vice-versa. Given that this might be

operating in Mark's case, the workshop leader suggested that Mark could use

hie skills in understanding/the views of others to mediate between conflicts

other-people have-with enth-other. -Rather -than impose his viewpoint

others (as most people ypically do in conflict situations) Mark might help

others bridge the gap/between their differing points of view by pointing out

.possible areas of clinvergence, thus serving as a -7talyst for others' learning.

How to do this is a difficult question--one that could not be explored fully,

given the time constraints of the workshop--yet a question which lit up

Mark's hopes for finding more adequ to -ways of being in his workplace and

Tadded levit'to what heretofore had been a burdensome feeling -f being mis-t'

understood. Indeed, the workshop itself illustrated this participant's _

capacity to play a catalytic role, for he, more than any other participant,

had returned again and again to the question "How can we help people see the

relevance of-addressing 'meta-problems'?" In so doing, he was singularly

responsible for the thematic, building quality that characterized that

particular workshop as a whole,
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61
rh the foregoing pages, 'we haVe shown how both individual and group feed-

back sessions can focus onLoevinger's Sentence Completion Test as a measure

of ego development and of differing worldviews. At the same time, we.haVe

examined a number of ways in which these feedback sessions provide oppor-

tunities to relate the SCT score to a person's behavior. First, the feedback

sessions show the extent to which the subjects themielves agree that they-

hold the worldview diagnosed by the SCT. Second, content analysis Shows

whether the themes discussed in the feedback sessions and the way these

themes are discussed reflect the worldview diagnosed by the SCT. Third,

process analysts. indicates whether the subjects' patterns of action during

the feedback session (and in choosing whether to seek feedback in the first

place) reflect the worldview diagnosed by the SCT. In all three of these ways

we have found strong and consistent relationships among respondents measured

worldviews, their reflections about themselves, and their ways df acting

during the feedback sessions.

The number of cases is far too small to permit confident conclusions.

Moreover, we have*not yet completed analysis of how the worldview scores

relate to performance on the Executive In-Basket Test and the other more
4

directly managerial variables being measured in our.overall assessment

project. Nevertheless, the coherent wayti-which our 'quantitative and
1044

clinical data intertwine in this sub-study suggest that even "small," half -

stage
- .

differences in developmental posture result in significant behavioral

differences 'among respondents. And when we look across the full-stage

distance between student-managers measured at the "Analytic" worldview and

those measured at the "Relativistic" and "Integrative" worldview, we note
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truly dramatic differences between the lack of inclination among_the former
-----

to seek feedback and their difficulty in digesting it, as contrasted with

the initiatives of the latter to seek feedback, to explore its meaning in

conversation with others, and to define generic problems to act on rather

than treating symptoms at face value.

Tie managerial implicatl.ons seem clear: in complex, ambiguous, rapidly

hanging settings, populated by people of varying worldviews, those willidg

to acknowledge the variety of worldviews and to adjust their actions based.

on continuing efforts to seek and make meaning of feedback are more likely

to be effective managers than those who are unaware of worldview differences,

fundamentally wary of feedback, and unlikely to explore beyond presenting

symptoms to underlying causes.

The broadest or-lines of the institutional implications of this research

seem equally clear. If. the "Integrative" woridview is most conducive to

effectiveomanagement; if very few people hold this worldview when they

initially e ter management; and if full-stage changes*are long-term processes

(we guess c n the order of.four years when change is not blockd); then

businesses, government agencies, and other not-focrprofit organizations can

achieve effective management, not by using some new selection instrument or

.off-site-training program, but only by creating on-line conditions which fos-

ter personal developMent and second-order 125uJry about -the business at hand

among employees' wish'to advance or who already share responsibility

for the enterprise as a whole.

Whether these managerial and institutional implications are in fact true,

and in what particular ways, are the subjects. of our continuing research. We

alsohope to learn what educational dynamics in.fact help managers to engage

in second-order learning and to become increasingly effective in action.

29
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Changing worldviews may turn out to be part of the process of becoming more
o

effective for some. But here some final"words of caution are in order

about making meaning from feedback one receives on the Loevinger Sentence

Completion Test. Suppose that, upon reflection, a person scored as inhabiting

one worldview comes to agree that this worldview does charac erize his or her

hlordinary assumptions about socijl life. And suppoie that t s person also come,
0

to believe that another worldview actually will result in more effective manage.

went. Should this person try to change and adopt the other worldview? It may

seem all too obviouS that the only possible sensible answer is"Yes." Why

continue holding a worldView whose limitations one has begun to see, when one

has been introduced to another wOrldviewhich appears more promising? The

problem with jumping to this conclusion and trying to enact another worldview

at work is that this effort may seem to one's associates like "faking." Thus,.,

one's associates may continue to ascribe to one all of the infelicities of

one's, original worldview, as well as the additional. infelicity of behaving

out of character, of acting inauthentically. Mbreover, since one's worldview

is circular and self-confirming (as is well illustrated by "Gene" in this

paper), one may very well end up rhetorically advocating a new worldview while

actually enacting one's ongoing worldView, thus inviting the charge of in-

authenticity from another angle. Consequently, the manager attempting to

become increasingly effective by exploring a new worldview may be deemed by

others even less effective than before.

This possible "catch22" re-emphasizes the parallelism of managerial and

institutional second,order change. All of the dangers just mentioned assume an

(empirically common) institutional setting in which one's colleagueb and the re-

ward structures are not attuned to nurturing second-order change- -not attuned to

confronting apparent incongruities in an inquiring fashion. Both on ethical and

30
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practical grounds, any attempt to study or to nurture second-order change in

individuals, even on as small a scale as the feedback sessions we describe

in this paper, would seem to require a parallel commitment to making the
4

institutional process open to second-order inquiry. We hope that this article

invites such inquiry.

3.1r,

s,
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